
AAAS Annual Meeting Draws 10,000
The world’s largest general scientific conference just got bigger: The 2004 AAAS Annual
Meeting in Seattle drew an astounding 10,235 participants — including 4,434 members of the
scientific community, 4,765 children and parents who attended free Family Science Days, and
1,036 press registrants. Three cloned mules were a main attraction on the exhibition floor,
where families took part in fun, child-friendly, educational activities. With the Pacific Science
Center and the Institute for Systems Biology, AAAS arranged for free shuttle buses to bring
families to the Meeting from key community sites. More than 225 Meeting attendees also took
part in the first AAAS town hall meeting, “Oceans for Everyone.” A similarly large group of
reporters covered the historic announcement, published in Science, by South Korean scientists
who developed human embryonic stem cells from a cloned human blastocyst.

Science. It’s Everywhere.
Ads for a national public awareness initiative — in both English and Spanish — have appeared
in magazines such as Parents and National Geographic, and on Fox News and other TV 
channels in Austin, Texas, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia. The messages behind the
campaign, “Science. It’s Everywhere,” part of AAAS’s Partnership for Science Literacy, are that
science is all around us. It’s fun; it’s for every child; and parents and other caregivers can help.
Web-based resources introduce families to easy science activities that can be enjoyed at
home. See www.ScienceEverywhere.org.

EurekAlert! Sets the Pace
Some 5,000 reporters from 50 countries receive breaking science news from EurekAlert!, 
a popular online site launched by AAAS in 1996. More than 540,000 public visitors browse 
the site each month, and EurekAlert!-sponsored science communications events typically 
draw 200 participants. Moderated online discussions about nanotechnology have engaged
reporters from The Economist and the Washington Post, and EurekAlert!’s public portals 

showcase kids’ news, marine science, multi-language news, and more. Sponsors
appreciate EurekAlert!, too: The William T. Golden Endowment Fund for Program
Innovation; the David and Lucile Packard Foundation; the Ambrose Monnell

Foundation; the New York Times Foundation and many other groups now support
the site. Go to www.eurekalert.org.

A Voice for Science

Long respected for programs to
increase public understanding of 
science and technology, AAAS also
runs a powerhouse media center,
including the Science Press Package
and EurekAlert!, the premier, 
editorially independent science-
news Web site for reporters. Now,
these strengths are being leveraged
and expanded by a new AAAS Center
for Public Engagement with Science
and Technology. Through press and
public outreach involving every 
programmatic and service unit at
AAAS, the Center is helping to 
give the public a voice in framing
future research agendas.
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“EurekAlert! is the Swiss Army Knife of

science Web sites, offering instant

access to new research from an 

impressive range of influential, peer-

reviewed journals. As a journalist who

covers science and technology issues, 

I find EurekAlert! an indispensable aid in

ensuring the accuracy and timeliness of

my work — and the reading public 

benefits immeasurably as a result.”

—Robert Lee Hotz, Los Angeles Times

The Wonderful Wouk Brothers
During AAAS’s first salon-style, public-engagement event, more than 100 guests were 
spell-bound and charmed by the experiences and insights of brothers Herman Wouk, 
a popular novelist once hailed by The New York Times as “a modern Charles Dickens” and 
the late Victor Wouk, a visionary scientist and engineer. The evening conversation explored 
the different ways that two accomplished brothers have channeled their interest in 
discovery and cross-pollinated ideas for each other. For example, Herman Wouk’s
new novel, A Hole in Texas, is dedicated to Victor Wouk, a pioneer in the
development of hybrid and electric cars, in recognition of his
inspiration and technical guidance.

Press and Public Engagement
Under the AAAS’s new public-engagement mandate, the phrase 
“all hands on deck” is taking on new meaning. Whether the goal is 
to bring elite U.S. and U.K. reporters together for a climate-change
conference, or to publicize Standing Our Ground, a guidebook on 
protecting campus diversity, experts throughout AAAS and Science

must help pull the wagon. In 2004, team efforts included press outreach
to support a successful conference on voter technologies, co-organized
by Education and Human Resources and Science and Policy Programs; 
plus two nonpartisan forums on the U.S. Presidential election. A forum 
featuring candidates’ representatives drew more than 200 participants to
AAAS. Web-casting made the event accessible to another 600 Web-site
watchers. Background: www.aaas.org/news/press_room/election/.
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